From a discrete to a continuous model of biological cell movement.
The process by which one may take a discrete model of a biophysical process and construct a continuous model based upon it is of mathematical interest as well as being of practical use. In this work, we take the extended Potts model applied to biological cell movement to its continuous limit. Beginning with a single cell moving in one dimension on a lattice and obeying Potts model rules of movement we develop an expression for the diffusion coefficient of a collection of noninteracting cells which depends explicitly on the Potts model parameters. We show how this coefficient varies when the Potts parameters for cell membrane elasticity and cell-medium adhesion are varied, and perform computer simulations which support our theoretical result. We explain the relationship between the probability of occupancy of lattice points and the density profile in the continuous limit, and extend our analysis by including interactions between the cells. In so doing we are able to develop a set of coupled ordinary differential equations showing the evolution of a density profile in the presence of significant cell-cell adhesion, and show how increases in the strength of this adhesion modulates diffusion. In so doing we develop some insights into how continuous models of physical systems can be based upon discrete models which describe the same system.